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(22) Adjusting the amount of oil in the hook (ASS/-7, ASU/-7)

Standard Adjustment

(23) Adjusting the thread trimming unit

Standard Adjustment
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Adjustment Procedures Results of Improper Adjustment

Adjustment Procedures Results of Improper Adjustment

1

2

4

3

The amount of oil in the hook can be adjusted with oil amount adjusting screw 1.
1) Adjusting procedure

Turning (clockwise) oil amount adjusting screw 1 increases the oil
amount in the hook and turning (counterclockwise) it decreases the oil
amount in the hook.

(Caution) 1. When adjusting the amount of oil in the hook, perform the adjustment in
a way of reducing the oil amount after somewhat increasing it.

2.The amount of oil in the hook has been adjusted at the max.
number of revolution at the time of delivery. When you always
use the sewing machine at low speed, there is a possibility that
trouble occurs due to the lack of amount of oil in the hook. When
the sewing machine is used always at low speed, perform the
adjustment of the amount of oil in the hook.

1) Move moving knife 2 forward until it will go no further (by
approximately 39 mm) and confirm that the end of slide plate
3 is spaced 34 ± 0.5 mm from the top of the moving knife 2.

2) Adjust the opersting pressure of counter knife 1 and moving
knife 2 by tightening screw 5 in clamp plate 4 .

3) At this time, the force to move moving knife pin 6 in the direction
of the arrow is more or less than 600 gf.

4) If screw 5 is excessively loose, defective thread trimming may
occur.

™ When the moving knife is properly positioned :

™ When the moving knife is positioned in the front :
1) In the case where the needle

thread is trimmed twice :

™ When the moving knife is positioned in the rear :
2) In the case where the needle

thread is not trimmed :

How to solve the aforementioned troubles
1) In the case where the needle

thread is trimmed twice :
Slightly loosen screws 1 to 4, and
slant the knife base in the direction A.
Then tighten screws 1 to 4.

2) In the case where the thread is not
trimmed :
Slightly loosen screws 1 to 4, and
slant the knife base in the direction B.
Then tighten screws 1 to 4.

Needle eyelet

Needle eyelet

A

B

Knife baseNeedle thread on
the material side

Bobbin
thread

Needle eyelet

Needle thread on
the needle side

 <<Replacing procedure of hook shaft oil wick>>
1) Hook shaft oil wick 2 is a consumable part.

To stabilize the oil amount in the hook, it is recommended to periodically replace it.
Hook shaft oil wick 2 is mounted on the top end of hook shaft 4.
Remove the needle and the parts around the needle (presser foot,
needle, throat plate, feed dog, hook and woodruff plate), put a spanner,
top end of which is L-shaped to screw 3 section of hook shaft oil wick,
turn the handwheel in the normal direction of rotation by hand, and
draw out the screw. It is possible to replace hook shaft oil wick 2 while
hook shaft 4 is not removed. If hook shaft 4 is drawn out, refer to 5-
(9) Protruding amount of the hook shaft.

2) Hook shaft oil wick screw 3 (B1808552000) in which hook shaft oil wick
2 (11015906) is entered is assembled in hook shaft 4. Draw out the old
hook shaft oil wick 2 in hook shaft oil wick screw 3 and push a new hook
shaft oil wick 2. At this time, be sure to check that hook shaft oil wick 2
has entered up to the end of hook shaft oil wick screw 3.

™ When re-assembling, check that the hole at the top end of hook shaft oil
wick screw 3 is not broken.

3) Assemble hook shaft oil wick screw 3 to the top end of hook shaft 4.

™ When oil wick is stained, decrease
of oi l  amount in the hook or
unstableness of oil amount will
result.

™ When hook shaft oil wick 2 is not
entered up to the end of hook shaft
oil wick screw 3, hook shaft oil wick
screw 3 comes off during operation
and the oil amount in the hook
cannot be adjusted.
Besides, hook shaft oiling inlet is
closed and oil amount in the hook
is hard to be obtained.

™ When the hole is broken, replace
the screw with a new one.
Oil amount in the hook becomes
unstable.

1

2

3

4

Name of part Part No.

2 Hook shaft oil wick 11015906

3 Hook shaft oil wick screw B1808552000
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(24) Initial position of the moving knife

Standard Adjustment

(25) Timing of the thread trimming cam

Standard Adjustment

™ Moving knife pin 1 should be aligned with marker dot 2.

™ Acceptable range of the position of moving knife is as wide as the marker dot.

(See the figure shown above.)

™ Press roller arm 6 until roller 4 fits in the groove in thread trimming cam 8. Now, lightly turn the

main shaft handwheel carefully in the reverse direction until it stops. At this time, the marker dot

engraved on the machine arm should be aligned with the red marker dot engraved on the handwheel.

Adjust the thread trimming cam longitudinally within the width of a dot.

(Rearmost)
Latch

(Frontmost)

 1

2

Marker dot

3

6

 7

8

4

5

Machine arm

Internal mechanism of
thread trimming unit

Width of
adjustment

Red engraved marker
dot on handwheel

 Engraved marker dot on
machine arm

Handwheel
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1)  Loosen nut 3 in the knife driving arm 7 , and adjust the initial

position of the moving knife.

Loosen/tighten nut 3 after roller 4 has fitted in the groove on

the thread trimming cam 8 by pressing roller arm 6 with

fingers. This will prevent knife driving arm 7 from moving out

of position thereby allowing you to perform the adjustment in

safety.

2) After adjusting the initial position of the moving knife, turn the

handwheel in the state that roller 4 has fitted in the groove on

the thread trimming cam 8, and check that the latch has

securely entered when the moving knife moves forward or

backward until it will go no further. (You can hear “click” when

the latch has entered.)

(Caution) When a feed dog other than that which is delivered

as standard is used, there is a case where the feed dog

interferes with counter knife according to its shape. In case

of interference, move the feed dog to the left side from the

engraved dot and check that there is no interference with

each other.

™ If the initial position of the moving

knife is not properly adjusted, the

moving knife will fail to cut the

thread or cut the thread at a

wrong position reducing the

length of remaining thread after

thread trimming.

™ If the t iming of the thread

trimming cam is excessively

advanced, the knife will fail to cut

the thread or the length of the

thread remaining after thread

trimming will be decreased

resulting in slip-off of the thread.

™ If the t iming of the thread

trimming cam is excessively

retarded, the knife will fail to cut

the thread or the moving knife

will fail to fully return to the home

position making the moving knife

projects at the start of sewing.

If the timing of the thread trimming cam is not correct, adjust it in

the following steps of procedure.

1) Loosen two screws 5 in the cam.

2) Turn the main shaft handwheel until the red marker dot

engraved on the handwheel is aligned with the marker dot

engraved on the machine arm.

3) Push roller arm 6 until roller 4 fits in the groove in thread

trimming cam 8. Lightly push thread trimming cam 8 on the

handwheel side and turn it in the reverse direction until it will

go no further. Now, tighten two screws 5 in the cam.
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(26) Installing/removing the knife unit

Standard Adjustment

(27) Stop position of the needle after thread trimming (Needle UP stop)

Standard Adjustment

(28) Clearance provided between the main shaft handwheel and the stator

Standard Adjustment

1

™ The standard stop position of the needle (position at which the marker dot engraved on the machine
arm is aligned with the white marker dot engraved on the handwheel) is when the marker line
engraved on the thread take-up is aligned with the marker line engraved on the face plate (60˚).

™ Adjusting range is within one engraued marker dot in front and rear.

Handwheel

Machine
arm

(Advances)

(Retards)

Adjusting
range
Handwheel

1 mm

1

A

B

1

2

3

2

6

5
4

Knife unit
Knife unit

A: Needle UP stop

B: Needle DOWN stop

D

H
F

C

G

A
B

E

J

I

Pulley cover
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Adjustment Procedures Results of Improper Adjustment

1) Loosen screw 1 and remove fixing plate 2.

2) Remove screw 3, and the knife unit will come off.

Installation is carried out analogously in reverse order.

(Caution) When installing the knife unit, take care to allow

pin 5 of moving knife (asm.) 4 to securely rest on knife

yoke (asm.) 6.

1) Provide a clearance of 1 mm between handwheel 1 and the

pulley cover. If the clearance is excessively narrow, the position

detecting magnet comes in contact with the synchronizer, and

if it is excessively wide, defective detection may occur.

2) Be sure to adjust screw No. 1 in the handwheel 1 to the flat

portion of the motor shaft and tighten the screws in the order

of No. 1 and No. 2.

1) Stop the needle in its upper stop position. Loosen screw A in
the figure and adjust the stop position of the needle by moving
the screw within the slot.
™ To advance the stop position a in the direction 1
™ To retard the stop position a in the direction 2

2) For the lower stop position of the needle, stop the needle in its
lower stop position, loosen screw B and adjust the stop position
within the slot.

(Caution)
1. Do not rotate the sewing machine with screws A and

B loosened during performing adjustment.
2. Be sure only to loosen screws A and B and not to

remove them.
3. Do not adjust needle DOWN stop screw B.

™ When the stop position retards,

there is a possibility that wiper

interferes with needle in case of

with wiper.
























































